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 > Welcome

We offer our customers a complete line of 

fire training products that allow professional 

instructors and firefighters to conduct safe,  

realistic and effective hands-on training exercises 

across a broad spectrum of emergency scenarios 

including fire extinguisher training, evacuation 

training, HazMat training, search and rescue 

and live-fire training. 

We have developed products in-house for over 

25 years: from product innovation, product 

design, detailed engineering, testing to technical 

implementation. We have worked with  

thousands of fire professionals to continually 

develop new training systems that meet your 

training demands and are linked with the  

latest technical solutions. 

In addition to our fire training tools, HAAGEN 

designs, develops and builds the largest, most 

advanced fire training systems, buildings and 

complexes around the globe. We offer a wide 

range of systems from life-sized helicopter

and vehicle fire training props to large-scale 

complexes featuring residential, industrial, and 

transportation simulations.

At HAAGEN we are dedicated to offering our  

customers the highest level of service and  

maintenance. Our highly-trained technicians 

and state of the art equipment make it possible  

for us to deliver high quality products and 

service. At HAAGEN, we share our customers’ 

passion for the critical roles they play in keeping 

citizens, workers and firefighters safe through 

good training. That is why we are committed to 

developing the best products and training facilities 

possible, and to offering ongoing support and 

maintenance to enhance your satisfaction with 

our products.

For additional information please visit our 

website or call one of our offices.

HAAGEN, a world leader in innovative  

fire training products and projects.

 AAGEN is a leading manufacturer of fire training tools used worldwide. 

Better tools and training mean being better prepared for the real 

thing. HAAGEN products employ smart technology to give trainees 

realistic and cost-effective hands-on training. 
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 > smoke Generators for fire traininG
toUGH tools for serioUs traininG

 HAAGEN smoke generators use smart controls to continuously produce 
the best smoke possible for fire and emergency services training. Built 

on a steel chassis with all metal structural components, these smoke generators 
are built to handle the toughest training demands.

Advanced sensors and controls enable HAAGEN smoke generators to produce 
a continuous supply of smoke without recharging or reheating.

Whether you are doing search and rescue, ventilation or initial fire attack 
exercises, HAAGEN smoke generators don’t stop until your training is done.

Smoke Generator etna
With built-in handles, steel chassis and rubberised feet, the smoke generator ETNA is portable enough 
to be easily moved, but tough enough to handle the demands of firefighter training. Smart controls 
and an integrated smoke liquid tank enable the ETNA to produce smoke continuously for hours. 

Smoke Generator veSuvIuS
The Smoke Generator VESUVIUS is a heavy-duty, high-volume smoke generator for the most 
demanding training scenarios. Dual heaters and a specialised heat exchanger ensure efficient smoke 
production on a large-scale. With integrated handles and built-in wheels the VESUVIUS can easily 
be repositioned in between training evolutions.

traininG oPPortUnities
> Ventilation Training: the high volume of continuous smoke is ideal for horizontal or vertical ventilation 

exercises and helps show the effects of Positive Pressure Ventilation.
> Search & Rescue Training: challenge firefighters to find victims in low-visibility during search and 

rescue or thermal imaging exercises.
> Large Area Search Training: quickly fill buildings with dense smoke for large area search exercises.
> Mask Confidence Training: create a zero visibility environment in seconds for mask confidence training.

▲ Wireless remote control

▼ Etna smoke generator

▼ Vesuvius smoke generator
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HaaGen smoke Generator

traditional smoke macHines

too Hot
(BurNed Smoke)

too Hot
(BurNed Smoke)

Continuous Smoke Generation

too cold
(“wet Smoke”)

too cold
(“wet Smoke”)

HAAGEN smokE GENErAtors generate a 
high quality, dense, uniform, “dry” smoke 
through the use of advanced controls 
and a specific smoke liquid formula. 
Heaters and liquid pumps are controlled 
by on-board electronics to precisely bring 
the smoke liquid to the right temperature, 
ensuring a continuous supply of high 
quality smoke.

B1

T1 T4

T2

T3

HaaGen smoke Generators vs. traditional smoke macHines

B1 tHe HaaGen Smoke Generator reaches operating temperature. The smoke liquid flow is balanced with heater temperature to achieve 
continuous smoke generation in the optimal temperature range.

T1 tHe tradItIonal Smoke macHIne begins making smoke  
when the heater temperature reaches the maximum setting. 

T2 The smoke liquid is pumped at a constant rate, gradually  
reducing the heater temperature. 

T3 The traditional smoke machine temperature is too low to produce 
smoke. Liquid flow is stopped until the heaters reach the maximum 
temperature setting.

T4 Maximum heater temperature setting is reached. Liquid flow and 
smoke production resumes.

Optimal temperature range

Optimal temperature range
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 > smoke Generators for fire traininG
traditional smoke macHines
All smoke machines create smoke by pumping smoke liquid 
through heaters. As heat energy is transferred from the heaters to 
the smoke liquid, the heaters inevitably cool down. Once below 
a certain temperature smoke can no longer be generated, which 
is why smoke machines not designed for fire training need time 
to reheat and recharge between discharges. To extend operating 
time, these smoke machines often start at a higher-than optimal 
temperature, resulting in burnt particles. As smoke is generated, 
the heater temperature falls through the optimal range to below 
optimal resulting in “wet” smoke that leaves a residue. The smoke 
liquid is then cut off to give the heaters time to recover.

HaaGen smoke Generators
HAAGEN smoke generators are different. Instead of a constant 
flow of smoke liquid and a wide range of heater temperatures, 
HAAGEN smoke generators control the amount of liquid delivered 
to the heaters to precisely balance the heat transfer, ensuring 
a constant temperature and a constant supply of high quality 
smoke. This balance is achieved through advanced sensors and 
controls utilised by HAAGEN smoke generators. This technology 
not only provides a continuous supply of smoke, but also ensures 
the highest quality smoke possible with minimal burnt or  
un-vaporised particles.
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 > smoke Generator exercise PackaGes
PackaGe 1
a etna or veSuvIuS Smoke 

Generator
Industrial-grade smoke  
generator specially developed 
for intense fire service 
and in-house emergency 
response team training.

B Smoke lIquId 5l (etna) 
or 20l (veSuvIuS)
HAAGEN smoke liquid has 
been developed to produce 
a dense, thick smoke with 
an extended hang-time. 

PackaGe 2
a etna or veSuvIuS Smoke 

Generator
c WIreleSS remote control

The wireless remote control 
can operate two different 
smoke generators separately 
or at the same time.

PackaGe 3
a etna or veSuvIuS Smoke 

Generator
d Smoke conductInG tuBe 

Set Ø 63mm (etna) or  
Ø 127mm (veSuvIuS)
Set consisting of 5 metres 
of flexible plastic tubing  
and a connector piece with  
a diameter of 63 mm or  
127 mm.

PackaGe 4
a etna or veSuvIuS Smoke 

Generator
B Smoke lIquId 5l (etna) 

or 20l (veSuvIuS)
c WIreleSS remote control
d Smoke conductInG tuBe 

Set Ø 63mm (etna) or  
Ø 127mm (veSuvIuS)

a

B
c d
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CHALLENGE TRAINEES TO OPERATE IN LOW VISIBILITY

a dd the challenge of low visibility to any training scenario with the Misty 
Electronic Blindmask. From hands-on fire rescue training for firefighters to 

emergency evacuation training for employees, Misty helps your trainees learn 
to operate comfortably in smoke filled conditions.

With the handheld controller, the instructor can vary the visibility from perfectly 
clear to near black-out conditions while having a clear view of the training 
exercise. Trainees learn to adapt and stay calm in challenging emergency 
situations. Misty is ideal for exercises in locations where using actual smoke 
is not possible. 

The instructor unit and student units are linked via wireless communication. 
Using the handheld instructor unit, the trainer can determine and dynamically 
adjust the level of visibility experienced by the students. The system includes 
six different radio channels, allowing a maximum of six groups (12 students) 
to train in the same location.

misty blindmask advantaGes
> Train to find exits, practice emergency action plan in a smoke filled environment.
> Teach trainees to stay low for better visibility by varying the smoke settings.
> Set the visibility of each mask manually or select automatic mode, which constantly varies the visibility.
> Misty is ideal for exercises in locations where using actual smoke is not possible.
> As an instructor you have a continuous clear view of the training exercise. 
> Trainees can clear the mask at any time with an emergency stop button. 

 > misty electronic blindmask

▼ misty electronic blindmask

▼ misty set in carrying case
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PRODUCE FULL RANGE OF visUAL AND sOUND EFFECTs DURiNG YOUR  
TRAiNiNG EXERCisE

The FS-Box is a professional-grade simulator that allows you to create realistic  
fire and emergency incident scenes anywhere at any time. The FS-Box is 

equipped with LED lights to simulate a variety of fire effects. Built in sound 
recorder and players provide sound effects. Choose from four professionally 
pre-recorded sound effects (crackling fire, leaking gas, leaking liquids,  
and an impending structural collapse) or record your own sounds using the 
built-in microphone. 

The FS-Box primary control station is the base that drives the system. Integrated 
electronics and built-in rechargeable batteries are housed in a high quality  
casing. The primary control station can be extended with secondary units, 
which are connected to the primary control station by cables. String multiple 
secondary units together up stairs, down hallways, or throughout your training 
ground to create dynamic emergency incidents.

Fs-BOX ADvANTAGEs 
> Create realistic fire and emergency incident scenes anywhere at any time.
> Simulate a variety of fire effects with the built-in LED lights.
> Built-in sound recorder and players provide sound effects or record  

your own sounds using the built-in microphone.
> Extend the primary control station with secondary units to create  

dynamic emergency incidents.

 > Fs-BOX

Package
a FS Box
B MiSty electronic  

BlindMaSk 
(See page 11).

a B
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 > interactive traininG manikins
tHe smartdUmmy™ rescUe manikin listens and calls oUt for HelP

t he SmartDummy rescue manikin is tough enough to take intense fire  
 training and smart enough to interact with rescuers. Built with rugged, 

abrasion resistant materials, the SmartDummy can handle your toughest 
training requirements. Internal weighted padding and a flexible design provide 
uniform weight distribution and realistic feel. The interactive built-in VoiceBox 
gives your victim a voice and adds realism to the scenario. Record messages 
for continuous or sound activated playback. The SmartDummy can cough, 
call out for help, or direct rescuers to find additional victims.

▼ Heavy rescue

►Lowieke manikins: 
versatile training 
manikin made of 
durable bisonyl. 
Available in 12 kg, 
24 kg and 48 kg. 

▼ Interactive VoiceBox

Smartdummy
The SmartDummy is constructed with crush-resistant materials, a rugged uni-shell covering,  
Drag Rescue Device strap and removable boots that can withstand a full range of intense training 
scenarios. The SmartDummy’s internal weighted padding provides even weight distribution and  
feels like a real victim. Flexible joints enable a full range of mobility without pinch points.  
The programmable VoiceBox is located in the head for ease of access. 

extrIcatIon Smartdummy
Create victim removal scenarios with the Extrication SmartDummy. Simulate a variety of serious bodily 
injuries including torso impalement or a severed arm or leg. The built-in VoiceBox gives your victim 
a voice and adds interactivity to the scenario. 

traininG oPPortUnities
HAAGEN SmartDummies are built tough to handle:
> Fire-rescue
> Confined space retrieval
> Pole-top extrication
> Building collapse scenarios
> Rope rescue
> Ladder carry-down drills
> Vehicle extrication
> Or virtually any other scenario  

too dangerous or uncomfortable  
for live victims

► Extrication smartDummy 
 rescue manikin
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 > smartdUmmy exercise PackaGes

PackaGe 1
a Smartdummy Jeff

Jeff is a rescue manikin built 
with a specially developed 
heavy-duty canvas material 
that is tough enough for fire 
training, but flexible enough 
to simulate victims. Available 
in 24 kg and 48 kg.

B voIceBox
The VoiceBox gives your 
victim a voice and adds 
realism to the scenario.  
The programmable VoiceBox 
is located in the head for 
ease of access.

PackaGe 2
a Smartdummy Jeff
B voIceBox
c WeIGHted veSt

Constructed of heavy 
duty reinforced nylon and 
contoured to conform to the 
dimensions of the HAAGEN 
SmartDummy. The vest 
features four rugged Velcro 
straps and is fully adjustable 
up to 27 kg.

d nomex® coverall SuIt
The flame-resistant Nomex 
coverall suit is custom  
crafted to fit the HAAGEN 
SmartDummy with or without 
the optional weighted vest. 
Constructed from Nomex 
fire-resistant material, this 
suit is abrasion resistant, 
machine washable and safe 
for use in live-fire training 
evolutions.

PackaGe 3
e Smartdummy tHomaS

Create vehicle extrication, 
entanglement and industrial 
accident scenarios with the 
extrication SmartDummy. 
Available in 24 kg.

B voIceBox

PackaGe 4
e Smartdummy tHomaS
B voIceBox
c WeIGHted veSt
d nomex® coverall SuIt

PackaGe 5
a Smartdummy Jeff (a) or 

tHomaS (e)
f etna Smoke Generator

Industrial-grade smoke  
generator specially developed 
for intense fire service 
and in-house emergency 
response team training.

a

e

f

B

c d
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 > tHermal manikin

t hermal imaging cameras have become standard tools within the fire  
 service and law enforcement arsenal. The HAAGEN thermal manikin is a 

training manikin developed for thermal imaging camera training.

The manikin uses imbedded heat emitters combined with innovative heat 
diffusion technology that accurately simulates a person’s thermal signature. 
The built-in heating unit allows the body temperature to be raised. A thermostat 
ensures that the manikin remains at the required temperature. The manikin 
contains built-in power supplies with strong and rechargeable batteries.

The manikin is made of tough material designed to meet the needs of  
firefighting training. The abrasion resistant body construction allows you to 
use the thermal manikin virtually anywhere your training requires.

traininG oPPortUnities
The thermal manikin allows trainers to demonstrate the fundamentals of how thermal imagining cameras 
work, and also to teach advanced techniques for locating victims in restricted visibility conditions. 

> Place the Thermal Manikin in a smoke filled training structure or darkened room for realistic 
search and rescue training. 

> Position the Thermal Manikin under furniture or behind household obstructions to challenge 
your trainees to properly use their thermal imaging cameras as life-saving tools. 

> Built-in power supplies make the manikin ideal for firefighter and law enforcement training  
exercises involving outdoor, cold weather and wilderness search operations. 

▼ thermal imaging camera training ▼ Built-in power supplies
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 > fire manikin

t he fire manikin allows firefighters to train how to quickly react to burning  
 victims. The manikin is made of a flame resistant, non-ceramic and 

asbestos-free material. Used with HAAGEN’s proprietary fire gel, the fire 
manikin is a powerful tool for demonstrating the dangers of combustible 
clothing, or for conducting hands-on training in the use of fire extinguishers 
or fire blankets. 

The fire manikin is robust enough to withstand over 1,000 training evolutions, 
is water repellent and strengthened at the ends of the arms and legs.  
Available in a junior 10 kg and 20 kg version.

traininG oPPortUnities

 > fire manikin PackaGe

a fIre manIkIn 
The fire manikin allows 
firefighters to train 
how to quickly react to 
burning victims. 

B Stand
The stainless stand 
allows you to train 
with the fire manikin 
in either an upright 
or prone position. Its 
special design also 
allows for knock-down 
training exercises so 
students can effectively 
learn the appropriate 
responses.

c fIre Gel
Used with HAAGEN’s 
unique fire gel concept, 
the fire manikin can 
provide over 1,000 
training evolutions.

d SHIeld
The heat protecting 
shield protects your fire 
manikin and ensures a 
longer life span.

> Practice knock down exercises with fire blankets, or by safely using portable fire extinguishers 
when responding to a person on fire.

> Ideal for fire safety awareness training. The fire manikin can be used to demonstrate to children, 
adults, and senior citizens the hazards associated with wearing loose and flammable clothing  
when near an open flame.

> Ideal for student instruction and or participation. Can be demonstrated in the standing or  
laying positions. 

a

B

c

d
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 > Hazmat traininG system

 c onduct hands-on emergency response training with HAAGEN’s HazMat 
 Training Tools. The Explo Trainer is a gas detector training simulator that 

allows you to conduct hands-on hazmat drills.

Simulate gas leaks with the Sizzling Gas Bottle in combination with our THT-
liquid. Provide further realism with the Hazardous Materials Label and UN 
Number Kits. Simulate chemical spills with the Coloured Liquids Kit.

exPlo traIner
Conduct realistic and safe hazardous incident training exercises with the HAAGEN Explo Trainer. 
The Explo Trainer uses electronic beacons and sensor technology to simulate chemical and explosive 
gas emission sources. The rugged handheld meter reads the electronic emissions of four different 
“gasses”, with customisable alarm levels and intensity settings. Train on LEL, CO, O2 and H2S. 

The Explo Trainer allows for comprehensive gas monitoring and response training for fire service 
professionals. Simulated gas sources can be set up in work areas, chemical storage facilities, and near 
HVAC equipment where HazMat dangers can actually exist. Students can be trained how different 
gases behave, how to locate emission sources, and how to establish safety perimeters in the event of a 
hazard situation.

The Explo Trainer package includes three different electronic beacons with high and low strength 
settings to create a variety of training scenarios. The package comes with a student gas meter, as well 
as an instructor unit that allows the trainer to observe what the student unit is doing.

Using the hand held instructor unit, a trainer can set alarm levels, adjust the gas being monitored, 
and even manually increase or decrease gas readings to provide additional training challenges.  
A detachable probe allows students to train on spot measurements and point source location.  
A rugged carrying case and recharge accessories provide everything you need to start your training.

traininG oPPortUnities
> Simulate chemical and explosive gas emission sources.
> Teach students how different gasses behave.
> Challenge trainees to identify the risk, locate the source and take the proper response action.
> Simulate realistic hazardous chemical spills.
> Train on identifying the hazards and risks of a chemical product based on its Haz-Mat label.
> Produce a strong odour of leaking propane or natural gas for creating realistic hazard emergency 

response exercises.
> Set alarm levels, adjust the gas being monitored and even manually increase or decrease gas readings 

to provide additional training challenges.

▼ Explo trainer instructor & student emitters
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 > Hazmat traininG PackaGes

PackaGe 1
a exPlo traIner

The Explo Trainer is a gas detector training 
simulator that allows you conduct hands-on 
hazmat drills. Delivered in a rugged  
carrying case with one instructor unit, 
one student unit, 3 gas source transmitters 
and one probe.

B SIzzlInG GaS Bottle
Simulate gas leak emergencies.  
When opening the valve, the gas bottle 
produces realistic gas leak sounds using 
integrated electronics.

c tHt-lIquId
Produce a strong odour of leaking  
propane or natural gas for creating realistic 
hazard emergency response drills.

PackaGe 2
a exPlo traIner
d Hazmat laBelS

Train on identifying the hazards and  
risks of a chemical product based on  
its Haz-Mat label

e un-numBerS IdentIfIcatIon SIGn
Signs to identify the hazardous  
substances and the class of the hazard. 

f colour lIquIdS
Simulate chemical spills with the  
Coloured Liquids Kit.

PackaGe 3
a exPlo traIner
B SIzzlInG GaS Bottle
c tHt-lIquId
d Hazmat laBelS
e un-numBerS IdentIfIcatIon SIGn
f colour lIquIdS

a

B

c

f

d + e
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 > flasHfire™ traininG system
flasHovers, backdrafts and Gas exPlosions

t he FlashFire Training System is a portable demonstration system that  
 makes it possible for trainees to observe fire phenomena as it unfolds in 

a safe and controlled environment. Demonstrate flashovers, backdrafts and 
gas explosions at the push of a button. 

FlashFire is designed to simulate a typical family home on a 12:1 scale with 
realistic room size, door openings and gas flow rates. Additional features, 
such as automated doors and vents, hot point ignition, sparker, LEL percentage  
display, and an accessory grid of add-on props, make demonstrations simple 
to conduct and understand. With the FlashFire system, set up time is minimal  
and demonstrations are highly repeatable.

The handheld controller allows the instructor to adjust several variables or 
choose from pre-programmed scenarios. Simulate residential and industrial 
fires with various add-on props. 

FlashFire includes all the tools necessary to start your training, including a 
stove prop, controller and integrated smoke machine. Add additional props  
to add realism and opportunities to your training.

traininG oPPortUnities
FlashFire transforms training and awareness for first responders, high risk industries and fire prevention 
programs. First responders, employees, and the public can all benefit from this comprehensive look 
at these dangerous fire risks. Education opportunities include:
> Exhibiting the precursors to and properties of backdrafts.
> Training your students on flashover prevention techniques.
> Heat combustible materials to their auto-ignition temperature to demonstrate what happens in a flashover.
> Demonstrating the explosive potential when the air/gas mixture in a room reaches the lower explosive 

limit (100% LEL).
> Showing students what happens when the upper explosive limit (UEL) is reached.
> Impressing upon your trainees the effects of proper and improper ventilation. 

▼ select pre-set scenarios or customize scenarios with the handheld controller ▼ Backdraft demonstration
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CompoNENts

the PPv trainer 
contains the following 
components:

BaSement
Challenge trainees 
in the use of correct 
basement ventilation 
procedures.

1St floor
Practice ventilation 
with the help of big 
openings such as 
garage doors.

2nd floor
Simulate ventilation 
training on a floor 
with many small 
rooms, such as a 
hotel, giving out onto 
one large corridor.

3rd floor
Small rooms and 
windows allow for 
another setup and 
ventilation training  
on this floor.

falSe ceIlInG
Educate students 
on the challenges of 
ventilating structures 
with drop ceilings  
and cocklofts.

flat roof
Simulate ventilation 
via ventilation holes 
in the roof.

toP floor
Practice staircase 
ventilation on this 
roof model. Windows 

and extra  
ventilation 

holes also 
allow 
natural/
wind  
ventilation.

 > Positive PressUre ventilation trainer
Hands-on, efficient and effective PPv traininG

 f irefighters need to know the proper applications and, most importantly,  
 the limits of Positive Pressure Ventilation (PPV) as an emergency response 

strategy. With the correct techniques, PPV can enhance the safety of both first 
responders and civilians at the scene. HAAGEN’s PPV Trainer takes theoretical 
learning to a hands-on, practical level that can allow trainees to fully understand 
this critical firefighting tactic.

HoW tHe PPv trainer Works
Students can set-up fans, introduce smoke and control doors, windows and ventilation holes to learn 
the principles of PPV. Clear walls and red transparent doors allow students to visualise the air flow 
and learn to control ventilation. 

modUlar
The PPV trainer is a modular system enabling a range of training opportunities.
> Comes standard with a basement, first floor and roof for basic residential fire training.
> Add additional levels and choose from a number of floor plans for more advanced fire scenarios.
> The internal smoke generator with on-board smoke fluid reservoir is located in the basement 

of the structure. Smoke ducts built into each level are used to fill the entire structure or specific 
rooms with smoke.

> The handheld controller can be used to operate the on-board smoke generator and fans.
> All windows and doors are fully operational and ventilation holes are included in the roof. 

traininG oPPortUnities
> Challenge trainees to use positive pressure ventilation to quickly clear a smoke-filled structure.
> Show trainees how to open and close windows, doors and vents for optimal results.
> Educate on proper fan positioning and the use of multiple fans for large openings.
> Demonstrate the advantages and limitations of both negative and positive pressure ventilation.
> Combine the PPV Trainer with the HAAGEN FlashFire to demonstrate the dangers of flashover 

and backdraft when ventilating.

▼ Ventilation of smoke from a stairwell
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 > dUst blast

 dust Blast accurately demonstrates the hazards of dust explosions.  
When dust particles become aerated at the base of a fire and oxygen  

is added to the mix, a high velocity explosive combustion can occur.  
Preventing this kind of dust explosion requires special fire-fighting strategies.

Dust Blast recreates dust explosions to help trainees recognize their precursors 
before they enter the field. Simulations can be conducted with various powders 
for a range of training opportunities. The built-in air compressor forces air in 
the combustion chamber and aerates the powder mix. The explosion is  
detonated by an electronic ignition controlled by the instructor.

traininG oPPortUnities
> Demonstrate the hazard of dust explosions.
> Demonstrate how a material that is not generally flammable suddenly becomes combustible  

when it is airborne in tiny droplets or particles.
> Use different types of powders to simulate different kind of dust explosions and show why  

one powder is so much more combustible compared to another.
> Show your trainees what conditions are necessary for combustion.
> Teach trainees the danger of combustion in everyday life.
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 > vaPoUr blast

 in production and work places, hazardous situations can develop  
wherever flammable substances and oxygen are present  

in sufficient quantities to form an explosive atmosphere.  
Hazardous areas are often found in chemical factories, refineries, 
enamelling plants, paint workshops, cleaning equipment, mills and 
stores for milled products and other combustible dusts, in tank facilities 
and loading areas for flammable gases, liquids and solids.

The Vapour Blast is the ideal tool for demonstrating the explosive limits  
and effects of various concentrations of fuel. To create a range of blasts,  
the instructor can add a number of drops of volatile flammable liquids,  
vary the temperature, and vary the mixing labels. 

traininG oPPortUnities
> Demonstrate the concepts of explosive vapours.
> Show how a flammable substance and oxygen (air) can form an explosive atmosphere when  

present in sufficient quantities.
> Simulate how combustible materials mixed with air have a lower and an upper explosive limits  

and the explosive range lies between these limits.
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550kW and smart controls for enHanced fire traininG

 c hallenge your trainees to fight the Jumbo Fire Training System with  
 extinguishers or hose lines for full scale hands-on training. With an output 

of 550KW your trainees feel the heat and learn how to respond. Smart Controls 
shut down the propane and auto-ignition only if the fire is knocked out completely. 

Jumbo is a fire training system designed to handle the requirements of advanced fire extinguisher 
and hose line training. Reinforced construction and rugged components mean you can run evolution  
after evolution and hit Jumbo with virtually anything in your firefighting arsenal for intense hands-on 
training. Built-in wheels and easy set up allow you to quickly create challenging training scenarios. 

The Jumbo Fire Training System has two flame settings: dual burners allow the selection between 
pressurised vapour fires and liquid surface fires. Pressurised vapour fires are created by direct ignition  
of propane and liquid surfaces fires are created with water bath burners.

 > JUmbo Hose line & fire extinGUisHer traininG system

PackaGe
a JumBo fIre traIner

Fire extinguisher trainer 
with a capacity of 550 KW.

B ProPane GaS conSole
The console allows the 
transport of two propane 
gas cylinders and is 
equipped with an adjust-
able pressure reducer,  
a manometer and an 
emergency stop button.

c GaS HoSe 
7 metre hose with  
fixed connection to the 
extinguisher trainer.

d WIred remote control 
Wired control unit of  
7.5 metres with a fixed 
connection to the  
extinguisher trainer.

e ProP Plate
This prop mounting  
accessory can be placed 
directly on the fire trainer 
Jumbo allowing various 
fire training props to be 
used. The prop plate is 
a sturdy stand with four 
attachment points that  
fit above the centre  
flame module. 

f fIre traInInG ProPS 
(#1, 2 or 3)

FIrE trAINING props
Stainless steel props 
can be used with 
Jumbo to simulate 
different fire scenarios. 
available props include 
a flatscreen, an electric 
motor and a dustbin. 

1. dustbin: this prop 
simulates a fire that 
commonly occurs both 
at home and at the 
workplace. 

2. electric cabinet: 
simulates a fire in a 
meter cupboard or a 
similar fire in electrical 
equipment.

3. electric motor:  
simulates the seat  
of a fire in a piece of 
machinery, caused by 
an overload or a short 
circuit.

4. flatscreen: realistically 
simulates a computer 
screen or television set 
on fire. 

5. explosion cage:  
demonstrates the 
potential explosive  
effects when an aerosol 
becomes overheated 
and ruptures.

traininG oPPortUnities
> Fire extinguisher training.
> Hose lines training.
> Simulate different fire scenarios with our props.

1.

2.

3.

4.

a

d

B
c

f

e
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 > bUllseye™ extinGUisHer traininG system

 e xtinguisher training has never been simpler than with the BullsEye  
 Extinguisher Training System. Train countless individuals without the 

cost or mess of real extinguishers using our patented technology. The BullsEye  
system senses where the users aims and sweeps a laser-driven training  
extinguisher and automatically varies the digital flames in response. The  
integrated grading system makes it easy to monitor user’s improvement  
and proficiency. 

BullsEye is an ideal training system for educating the public. BullsEye can  
be used indoors or out, at your fire department, at public outreach events, 
and anywhere fires may actually occur. The training opportunities are endless.  
The BullsEye system also eliminates the time consuming clean-up and 
expense associated with using an actual extinguisher, allowing you to train 
more people in less time.

tHe bUllseye advantaGe
clean
The BullsEye extinguisher uses a conical laser to accurately replicate discharge, allowing for unlimited 
repetitions. The BullsEye system can also be used with the air/water SmartExtinguisher®. 

Safe
LED driven digital flames and a laser extinguisher provide a completely safe training experience in 
any space.

effectIve
The patented control system accurately measures the path of the extinguisher for an engaging training 
experience. Use with countless trainees without recharging any extinguishers.

realIStIc
Sound effects, a timed discharge, and accurate weight closely simulate real extinguishers. Train in the 
actual work environment for added realism.

PackaGe
a BullSeye traInInG  

SyStem
B mISty electronIc  

BlIndmaSk
(See page 11).

a B
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 > AdvAnced Fire TrAining ProPs
inTense FlAmes, reAl HeAT And inTercHAngeAble ProPs  
For eFFecTive TrAining

 H AAGEN’s Advanced Fire Training Systems are designed to provide realistic  
	live	fire	training	suited	to	your	specific	needs.	By	providing	an	array	of	 

interchangeable	props	that	range	from	a	small	scale	paint	locker,	stove	fire	
or	dumpster	fire	to	an	aircraft	wing	or	helicopter,	we	can	help	you	meet	your	
training	goal,	whatever	it	may	be.	All	of	our	full-intensity	training	equipment	is	
operated	using	the	universal	Pilot	Module,	meaning	that	you	can	easily	 
customize	and	add	to	your	selection	of	training	props	without	excessive	costs.

car Fire Training ProP
The	HAAGEN	Car	Fire	Training	Prop	is	a	heavy-
duty	training	tool	with	intense	flames,	real	heat	
and	smart	controls.	Ignite	the	propane-based	
flames	and	have	full	command	of	each	evolution	
with	the	Instructor’s	controller.	Create	passenger	
compartment,	engine,	wheel-well	and	trunk	fires	
at	the	push	of	a	button.	

aircraFT Wing Fire Training ProP
The	Aircraft	Wing	Fire	Training	Prop	is	designed	
for	realistic	emergency	aircraft	fire	and	rescue	
response	training	at	an	airport	or	training	facility.	
Based	on	a	Boeing	737	or	Airbus	A320	wing	
configuration,	the	Aircraft	Wing	Fire	Training	
Prop	provides	multiple	scenarios	to	train	ARFF	
responders	the	proper	approach	and	attack	
techniques.

Pressure Vessel Fire Training ProP
The	Pressure	Vessel	Fire	Training	Prop	is	a	 
portable	training	tool	with	intense	flames,	real	
heat	and	smart	controls.	Train	firefighters	to	
reduce	the	chance	of	a	BLEVE	with	the	built-in	
multiple	zone	burner	system.	With	a	functioning	
vapor	service	valve,	firefighters	can	practice	 
approaching	the	tank	while	shielded	by	hose	
lines	to	secure	the	fuel	and	extinguish	the	fire.

HelicoPTer Fire Training ProP
The	Helicopter	Fire	Training	Prop	is	a	portable	live	
fire	system	and	features	moveable	main	rotors	
as	well	as	functional	cockpit	and	cabin	doors.	
Modular	pilot	and	burner	systems	can	be	used	
to	create	cockpit	and	cabin	fire	scenarios	while	
integrated	burners	create	weapon	and	engine	
fires	that	challenge	firefighters	with	high	heat	 
and	intense	flames.

Aircraft Wing 
Fire Training Prop ▼

Pressure Vessel 
Fire Training Prop ▼

Helicopter Fire 
Training Prop ▼
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these interchangeable  
props offer full-

intensity training  
scenarios with interactive  
features such as a 
functional burner valve 
on the Stove Fire Training 
Prop and operational 
lid on the Dustbin  
Fire Training Prop.  
HAAGEN modular fire 
training Props allow 
you to cost-effectively 
create additional  
scenarios to meet  
your specific training 
objectives. 

 > advanced fire traininG ProPs

Dustbin Fire training prop ▼

▲ paint Locker Fire training prop, split pipe Flange Fire training prop, Dumpster Fire training prop, stove Fire training prop, Gas meter Fire training prop 
and Barbeque Grill Fire training prop
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 > advanced fire traininG ProPs

HAAGEN offers a wide range of Advanced Fire Training Props. 
Though they vary in size and scope, the Pilot Module is at the 
heart of each. The stainless steel Pilot Module acts as the brain of  
the system and connects to the Control Console, which allows  
the instructor to safely stop and start evolutions. The Pilot 
Module also houses the forced air pilot system, which guarantees 
reliable ignition, even under the most demanding circumstances.

A variety of props connect directly to the Pilot Module, including  
the Helicopter, Aircraft Wing, Pressure Vessel, Stove, and  
Dumpster Fire Training Props. The Pilot Module makes it easy 
for instructors to add additional props to their training arsenal 
over time to meet their evolving training objectives.

Another component of the Advanced Fire Training Props is the 
Burn Tray. The Burn Tray, which allows for multiple burn zones 
and more intense flames, can be connected to the Pilot Module 
to expand training capabilities. Use the Burn Tray to simulate a 
fuel spill, or add larger props such as the Vehicle, Pipe and Valve 
Assembly (Christmas Tree) and Electric Motor Fire Training Props.

HAAGEN’s Advanced Fire Training Props are made of the most 
robust and rugged materials and are designed to stand up to any 
fire department’s rigorous training. Props are easily interchanged 
for versatile and diverse training opportunities. Additional props 
can be added to your collection at any time, allowing instructors 
to easily refresh their training capabilities.

++

Car Fire training prop ▼

mobile 
Control ►

pilot module ▼
Burner tray ▼
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HAAGEN designs, develops and builds the largest, most advanced fire 
training systems, buildings and complexes for clients in the fire service, 

government, military and industrial sectors — all over the world.

 > World class fire traininG systems & centres
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 > World class fire traininG systems & centres

We provide a wide range of systems from life-sized helicopter and vehicle fire 
training props to large-scale complexes featuring residential, industrial, and 
transportation simulations. Systems that meet the toughest training demands.
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 > traininG comPlexes & traininG bUildinGs

 H AAGEN is the world leader in designing, engineering and building the  
 largest, most advanced training complexes. We develop a wide range 

of large-scale complexes featuring residential, industrial, and transportation 
simulations with different exercise scenarios.

The range of high-tech fire training units provide a wide range of fire scenarios. Possible scenarios include 
interior attack training, combat petrochemical hazards, a dock area with a ship, road, rail and skytrain 
replicas, a collapsed building, tunnel, aircraft fire training simulator and more. All of the training buildings 
are tough, realistic and functional. Fire, heat, smoke, darkness, sound and other simulated emergencies 
and challenges can all be part of the training. Our focus on building the most realistic fire training 
scenarios possible allows trainees to experience the full impact of an emergency situation.

The HAAGEN training systems meets the most rigorous local, national and international safety and 
quality standards. Every training system is a unique project developed in line with your learning objectives.

Whatever your training requirements may be, we design the training tools in accordance with your 
specific objectives in mind. Training your department under live fire conditions simulated in HAAGEN 
training buildings can better prepare them to protect lives and property.

Almost every object can be simulated when selecting the locations of the fire. Different building 
areas can be operated independently of each other. The simulation system can also be retrofitted into 
an existing building. 

Our training buildings are engineered to provide safe, hands-on firefighting experience under controlled 
conditions. All of our training buildings are equipped with a variety of safety features including a gas 
detection system, a ventilation system, CO detection system, camera monitoring system, integrated 
temperature control sensors and an emergency shutdown system.

Our training buildings provide realistic training with different simulations such as the following  
fire scenarios:
> Window fire
> Ceiling fire
> Stairway fire
> Roof fire
> Kitchen fire with  

for example a burning stove 
> Couch fire

> Open fire
> Dual fire
> Single or a double bed fire
> Fash-over
> Back-draft indicator with puffing smoke
> Car fire
> Outdoor gas tank fire

All fire scenarios can be accurately simulated in our training buildings.

Fire training Building, Fire service Val-d’oise, France ▼
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 > PHase® 2 tecHnoloGy

W ith PHASE 2 it is possible to train firefighters on a Class A fire with  
 heavy smoke and intense heat in a safe and controlled environment. 

PHase 2 traininG system
In any fire, heat and smoke are the real enemies. To be properly prepared to face these challenges, 
training firefighters with wood-fuelled fire is critical. Burning wood gives off real, intense heat and 
heavy smoke. In live fire-training, it has been difficult to simulate these two key elements. Until now. 
The PHASE 2 provides all of the elements of a real fire, in a controllable, safe and clean environment.

dUal fire tecHniQUe
The ingenious PHASE 2 system features a dual combustion technique. A specially designed Class A 
chamber with a built-in gas ignition module is used to ignite the wood in the chamber and is shut-off 
when the fire is free burning. Once the fire has been extinguished, it can be lit again immediately — 
without having to load more wood into the burner. Although the wood remains wet after being  
extinguished, the gas flames and unique chamber design ignite the wood again at the push of a  
button. The resulting burn gives off real heat and thick smoke for a realistic training experience.  
The PHASE 2 allows for full extinguishment during trainings, which is often difficult to simulate in a 
training environment.

The system includes a built-in sprinkler that the instructor can activate with a touch of the emergency 
button, extinguishing the fire immediately and keeping firefighters safe, even in the toughest training 
conditions.

environmental friendly emissions
To address the emission issues of traditional Class A burning, the HAAGEN Smoke Oxidiser has been 
designed to extract and clean the smoke as it is emitted. The afterburning process takes away black 
smoke and purifies the smoke before releasing it safely outside the training room without any harmful 
substances.

With the PHASE 2 system firefighters feel the heat and learn how to stay low, advance hose lines, 
search for victims and maneuver in low-to-zero visibility conditions.

▼ Firefighter training with PHASE 2
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 > fire traininG containers

 H AAGEN Training Containers are a great solution for fire services with  
 large-scale training needs and limited space. Containers are portable, 

but offer all of the training capabilities that a fixed space provides. 

fire containers
Training containers are a great way to get your hands-on training program off the ground. Investing 
in a training container doesn’t require the permits, groundwork and other time consuming work that 
new infrastructure requires, minimizing construction time. Unlike larger fixed facilities, containers 
can be placed in a number of locations, including space behind your fire house.

HAAGEN can outfit your container with a wide range of fire technology, including heat shielding, 
ventilation, safety systems, and power and fuel systems to transform the container’s shell into a realistic 
training center. HAAGEN fire technology (Digital Fire, Gas-Based or PHASE® 2) can be applied in 
various manners to meet your unique training needs. Throughout every step of the process, HAAGEN 
focuses on the end-user’s training objective and customises every aspect to meet that need.

traininG oPPortUnities

avIatIon fIre traInInG
Aircraft fires represent a special challenge in firefighting due to the extreme nature of the potential 
hazard and the immediate impact on both the passengers and aircrew. HAAGEN training containers 
can be configured to resemble an aircraft and its wings, with various fire locations, or purpose build 
mock-ups which resemble real life airplanes or fighter jets.

fIre BeHavIor traInInG SyStemS
Hands-on training is the most effective method of learning when it comes to confronting dangerous 
fire emergencies face to face. To add a hands-on element to your training, HAAGEN creates training 
containers that demonstrate to trainees how fire progresses and behaves. Give them the opportunity 
to react to and attack a fire progression as it happens.

marIne fIre traInInG
Marine fires are extremely difficult to handle because of the complexity of a ship’s layout, making 
it difficult to safely access the seat of the fire. It is important to provide training challenges for both 
evacuation and large-scale firefighting. HAAGEN can configure containers to reflect the intricate 
layout of a real ship to best simulate shipboard firefighting. 

ScBa
Help your trainees learn to save people trapped in fires and other dangerous situations without  
experiencing undue stress or breathing difficulties during a real-life emergency. HAAGEN can provide 
your trainees with a challenging yet safe and controlled environment for gaining mask confidence 
and confined space operations skills. 

Structural
HAAGEN training containers are equipped with all the necessary 
tools for structural training, in a more compact and convenient 
training environment than a full-sized structure. Train both new 
and advanced firefighters on sizing up structures, initial fire attack, 
fire behavior, ventilation, water supply, hose stream application, 
search and rescue, firefighter survival, and FAST. 

Fire training Container ▼
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a ircraft fires represent a special challenge in firefighting due to the extreme  
 danger of leaking fuel and the immediate impact on both the passengers 

and aircrew. HAAGEN offers a number of fire training systems designed to 
meet the full range of aviation fire training objectives. 

traininG scenarios
Leaking aviation fuel that ignites is one of the most dangerous situations in aircraft fire fighting.  
The HAAGEN build simulator for fighting liquid fires (spill fires) underneath the aircraft offers ideal 
conditions for implementing the ideal extinguishing strategy. Because each fire requires an  
individual approach and tactic, the aircraft contains a combination of different fire scenarios:  
engine fire, landing gear fire, wing engine fire, tail engine fire, cockpit fire, kitchen fire, cargo fire, 
seat fire, cabin flashover fire, etc.

The interiors of the aircraft can be filled completely with intensely realistic training smoke which 
further challenges aircraft rescue firefighters to make the right strategic and tactical decisions.

safe traininG conditions 
The Airplane fire simulation systems are gas-operated and designed in accordance with the requirements 
of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO). The system is started remotely from a  
control center and all of the fires are controlled by a central computerised system. The aircraft simulator 
is anchored to withstand the load of the firefighters and machines and the force of the water jet from 
fire trucks.

HAAGEN has collaborated with clients to build training scenarios for military and commercial 
applications around the world. HAAGEN aircraft fire and rescue props can range from incipient 
stage fire scenarios for cabin crew training, engine, gear and wing simulators, to full scale wide body 
aircraft training systems.

Aircraft fires represent a unique challenge due to the extreme nature of the hazards involved as well 
as the immediate impact on passengers and crew. HAAGEN offers a number of fire training systems 
designed to meet the full range of aviation fire training objectives.

 > aviation firefiGHter traininG

Full-size replica  
Boeing 737-700 ▼

Helicopter 
Fire training prop ▼

Aircraft Wing 
Fire training prop ▼
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 > fire traininG systems

SuBWay fIrefIGHtInG
The HAAGEN subway fire trainer provides realistic and complex 
training scenarios for an effective response by first responders. 
Scenarios include structurally damaged subway cars which contain 
debris and hazards associated with a tunnel collapse. Our training 
cars provide realistic training with different simulations such as a 
seat fire, engine fire, and brake fire, and additional simulations can 
be added to meet the trainee’s needs.

tunnel fIrefIGHtInG
HAAGEN tunnel training facilities include all the elements firefighters 
would find in real life situations, including thick smoke, extreme heat, 
restricted spaces, and blocked access. Simulate tunnel fires, vehicle 
pile-ups, or accidents involving hazardous materials. Vehicle props 
can include cars, vans, trucks, and buses. These vehicles can be 
operated individually or combined to create fast-spreading blazes 
or flashovers. 

offSHore fIrefIGHter traInInG
HAAGEN has developed advanced training systems especially for 
offshore emergency response teams to simulate gas and hydrocarbon 
firefighting techniques and prepare trainees to experience the effects 
of heat and smoke.

oIl & GaS fIrefIGHter traInInG
HAAGEN petrochemical industry systems are designed to create 
realistic training challenges for emergency responders to develop 
the knowledge and skills necessary to safely and effectively manage 
hazardous situations such as liquefied petroleum gas fires, fires at 
oil wells and tank batteries.
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uSar fIrefIGHter traInInG
HAAGEN Urban Search and Rescue training systems provides fire-
fighters and veteran teams challenging scenarios and basic level 
training through advance team training.

 > fire traininG systems

marIne fIrefIGHter traInInG
HAAGEN has extensive experience in designing and developing 
marine fire training systems and can produce simulated marine 
environments within a training structure, or produce actual marine 
vessels modified for fire training scenarios.

multI-IncIdent Hazmat traInInG tanker
Training tankers provide a variety of repeatable, hands-on chemical 
and industrial emergency response training exercises. Built on a 
full scale tanker platform, the large-scale prop features multiple 
damage zones with cracks, punctures, ruptures and leaking valves, 
as well as various chemical domes.

tank SPIll fIre SImulator
The Tank Spill Fire Simulator allows you to simulate the hazards  
associated with a leaking chemical or fuel storage tank. The system 
features realistic leaking hazmat fluids and multiple propane gas-
fuelled burn zones controlled remotely by the instructor.
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 > fire traininG systems

mInInG fIrefIGHter traInInG
To make training as realistic as possible, HAAGEN is capable of 
incorporating fire training props into simulated mining environments 
or can modify props to fit your mine’s specific objectives.

BreatHInG aPParatuS traInInG Gallery /  
ScBa fIrefIGHter traInInG
The training area is modular and reconfigurable to allow for multiple 
training scenarios. Smart features such as pressure sensors in 
the floor, sound effects, and integrated camera and monitoring 
systems make training more realistic and effective. 

moBIle SyStemS
For intense fire fighting in a mobile environment, HAAGEN offers 
large-scale Fire Trailers with fire props that can be safely operated 
in the trailer. Our Mobile Systems are self-contained training facilities 
which can be brought on location to conduct training exercises. 

fIre BeHavIour fIrefIGHter traInInG
Use a training tower, facility, container, or mobile training unit to 
demonstrate to trainees how fire progresses and behaves.  
Give them the opportunity to react to and attack a fire progression  
as it happens.
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 > Fire Technology
DigiTAl Fire Technology 
HAAGEN digital fire technology provides comprehensive hands-on training using realistic, self-
generating digital flames that respond directly to the trainees actions. Digital fire technology is tough 
enough to be used with anything in your firefighting arsenal, including a hose line. Challenge your 
trainees to fight digital flames for realistic, intense hands-on training.

To extinguish the digital flames, trainees must use the proper technique. If a firefighter fails to use 
proper hose line advancement and stream management techniques, the flames will grow in response. 
Flames can diminish, grow gradually or reignite at the touch of a button. Because every fire situation 
is different, digital fire technology allows you to create drills in nearly any environment.

Recreate the seat of a fire for realistic hands-on suppression and hose line training. Firefighters can 
valuable experience with water application and suppression with the expense, down time or mess 
associated with live-fire evolutions.

DIGITAL FIRE TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES
> Realistic, reliable, repeatable evolutions
> Allows firefighters to train where they fight
> Provides quick set up and ease of operation

gAS-BASeD Fire Technology
Gas-based fire technology is an integral element in HAAGEN training systems and centres. Propane 
and natural gas fires are ideal when using Fire Training Props such as kitchen appliances and larger 
props like hazmat tankers and pressure vessels. They allow us to use real heat and smoke to accurately 
simulate nearly any fire behavior. Training evolutions can easily be repeated to allow all trainees to 
get hands-on firefighting experience.

Our Gas-Based fire technology includes a multitude of safety control systems to ensure a safe training  
environment. Gas detection systems monitor the entire training environment to see when an explosive 
mix has formed. Ventilation systems and intercom systems are also present.

GAS-BASED TRAINING SPECIALTY
Gas-based fire training is useful for firefighters faced with many fire situations. Because propane and 
natural gas fires are common in both residential, industrial, and vehicle fire situations, it is necessary 
to give your trainees the hands-on experience necessary to face these emergencies. 

Digital fire technology ▼ Gas-based fire technology ▼
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